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Abstract. R. Ng. Ranggawarsita is one of poets who was highly productive in his era. His 

works contain many phylosophical values that are very important for human character 

development. The personal life of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita is also important to be revealed 

to complete how his life background is thoroughly. The personal letters of R. Ng. 

Ranggawarsita are the reflection of how the personal life of the poet was.  Cadiocologist 

study investigated the form of Javanese script used in writing the letter, how was the 

language variety used in writing the letter, and the content of the letter made by 

Ranggawarsita. This research was descriptive qualitative research. Data in this research 

were personal letters text of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita and the information related to those 

letters. The data resources in this research were the personal letters of R. Ng. 

Ranggawarsita published by Literature Foundation Surakarta at page sastra.org, consisted 

of 26 letters. The technique of data collection was by using content analysis, photography, 

and deep interview (in-depth interview). Data analysis used interactive model analysis 

namely the interaction of three analysis components covering data reduction, data 

presentation, and taking conclusion and its verification. The finding of this study was 

physically the personal letters text of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita that was handwritten (strip) in 

the ink on paper in Javanese script and Javanese letters and the language used was Javanese 

variety manners (krama). In addition to the widely used vocabulary of Inggil manners and 

Andhap manners (Krama Inggil and Krama Andhap), the vocabulary of Bagasa Kedhaton 

(Kingdom) was also used. The background related to the contents contained in the personal 

letter was the existence of various kinds of problems of daily life personally R. Ng. 

Ranggawarsita, whether on social, economic, work issues, or in his friendly relations with 

the Dutch people. 
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1   Introduction 

Research on R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, as a poet at the palace of Surakarta, has been undertaken 

until now largely from the stereotypical view on the poet. The real life of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita 

and the details of his personal life have not been disclosed. Therefore, this study will reveal 

another side of the life of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, which is reflected in the manuscripts of his 

personal letters that stored in Foundation of Sastra Lestari in Surakarta. There has not been much 

research on manuscripts containing letters, even though research on letters can reveal interesting 

aspects of past life. Titik Pudjiastuti (2007) has conducted research on letter manuscripts of the 

Cirebon Kanoman codicologically which discussed the ins and outs of letters, writing and the 
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language used in the letter [1] . Hazmirullah (2020) also examined the Cianjur regent’s letter 

for Rafles which focused on the use of Latin letters and Malay in the letter [2].  

Meanwhile, Hafiful Hadi Sunliensyar (2019) Royal Letters to the rulers of Kerinci which 

focused on the content of the text and its historical background [3]. It has become a common 

understanding in the tradition of script copying in which the manuscript is copied in accordance 

with the needs of the user. This results in gaps between the manuscripts written by the author 

and the manuscripts produced by the copyist. This does not happen with letter scripts, especially 

personal letters text. The personal letter texts of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, whose files are stored 

on the literature.org page that possessed by the Foundation of Sastra Lestari in Surakarta, are 

not derived from manuscripts, but from original letters written by hand by R. Ng. 

Ranggawarsita.  

Thus, many codicological facts need to be revealed. For example, what is the form or style 

of the handwritten Javanese script (strip) written by R. Ng. Ranggawarsita. In addition, it can 

also be disclosed regarding to whom the letters are addressed, what is the subject of the letter, 

and how the details of the Poet’s personal life are reflected in the subject of the letter. Therefore, 

what is the personal side of the great poet of the Surakarta Palace of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, 

which is reflected in the manuscripts of his personal letters, it is very interesting and important 

to be conducted. The problems that examined in this codicological research include: 1) letter 

letters, 2) letter language, and 3) letter contents. Further, three aspects that can provide an 

overview of the background of the life of the poet, who is generally recognized as the greatest 

and most recent Javanese poet [4]. 

2   Research Methods 

This study was in the form of qualitative descriptive, namely research attempts to explore 

qualitative data and describe the results of the research in a thorough, detailed and nuanced 

manner   [5] [6]. The data in this study were the personal letters text of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita 

and information related to these letters. The primary data source in this study was the personal 

letters text of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, a collection of the Surakarta Sastra Lestari Foundation 

which has been uploaded on the literature.org page.  

On the literature page, the collection of Ranggawarsita's letters is entitled The 

Correspondence of Rănggawarsita, LOr 2235, c. 1836-44, # 869. The original versions of these 

letters are preserved in the Leiden library and are part of the Javaansche brieven van Soerakarta, 

LOr 2235, c. 1789-1845, # 663. The collection of letters consisted of 28 letters, the letters written 

by Ranggawrsita were letter No. 2-27, while the other two letters, namely nos. 1 and 28 were 

addressed to Ranggawarsita. 

Data collection techniques with content analysis, namely the collection of research data 

sourced from documents [7] . Data analysis used the interactive model analysis with three 

components of analysis, namely data reduction, data presentation, and conclusions or 

verification, the activities were carried out in an interactive form with the data collection process 

as a cycle process. The three components of the analysis were data reduction, data presentation, 

and conclusion or verification, activities are carried out in an interactive form with the data 

collection process as a cycle process”.[8]  

 



 

 

 

 

3   Results and Discussion 

Script Form 

The manuscript of the letters of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, the collection of the Surakarta Sastra 

Lestari Foundation, consists of 26 letters, both incoming and outgoing letters. The incoming 

letter to R. Ng. Ranggawarsita as many as 2, namely from Purbadipura and from Winter. There 

were 24 outgoing letters, namely: 20 letters to Winter, 1 letter to Mrs. Eming, 1 letter to 

Purbadipura, and 2 letters to Van Der Am. These letters are personal letters, not official 

letters. There are even letters that are very personal. If it is assumed that the personal letters 

were written by the person who wrote the letter, it can be said that the manuscripts of the letters 

R, Ng, Ranggawarsita in the collection of the Surakarta Sastra Foundation were written by 3 

people, namely R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, Purbadipura's writing, and Winter's writing.  

Thus, it can be said that the form of the Javanese script handwritten which becomes the 

media in these letters is a special characteristic of the writer. Likewise, with the form of the 

script in the script of the letters of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita is a special character of R. Ng's 

handwritten form. Handwritten or striped letters or characters are different in shape from printed 

letters. Letters or characters produced from a printing press will be similar, even if they are 

printed many times, as long as the print masters are the same, the form will be the same. In 

contrast, handwritten letters have their own characteristics that cannot be the same between one 

writer and another. Especially in Javanese script writing, each writer has their own uniqueness 

in the form of written letters. Therefore, there is specificity of handwritten letters can be a special 

characteristic of each writer. 

The letters that are the object of this study are the personal letters of R. 

Ng. Ranggawarsita. Therefore, study on the character of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita's personal letters 

is expected to describe in detail about the characteristics or specificities of the handwritten 

letters of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita. The results of the description of the handwritten letters of R. 

Ng. Ranggawarsita can be used to identify and provide information about handwritten scripts 

by R. Ng. Ranggawarsita. 

According to Venny Indria, the Javanese script is divided into three groups, namely: mbata 

sarimbag, ngetumbar, mucuk eri, and combination [9]. 

a. The form of the Javanese script, mbata sarimbag, is the Javanese script that similar to  

printed brick. The Javanese script in the form of mbata sarimbag tends to be boxy, stiff, 

with no curved and pointed lines. Writers who use mbanta sarimbag form to write Javane 

script are usually basic writers or inexperienced writers. The reason is the writing of  mbata 

sarimbag tends to be easier, does not require stylization. This letter form is usually used for 

printed manuscripts. Meanwhile, for handwritten manuscripts, well-known poets or 

copyists usually do not use this form, because this form is very simple, so it does not have 

aesthetic effect. 

b. Ngetumbar, namely the Javanese script which tends to be rounded in writing, similar to 

coriander. Generally, the shape still refers to mbata sarimbag, but uses bullous stylization 

on the curves and corners of the letters. 

c. Mucukeri, namely the Javanese script which tends to be sharp, stylized at the corners of the 

letters. 

d. Combination, namely the Javanese script which in writing combines two or more Javanese 

letter forms. Good combination of mbata sarimbag and ngetumbar, mucukeri and 

ngetumbar, amd others. 

Analysis of the form of letters in the manuscript of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita is more focused 

on: dentawyanjana. 



 

 

 

 

The opinion of Venny Indria's is used to analyze the form of the script on R. 

Ng. Ranggawarsita’s letters, it can be said that the letter form written by R. Ng. Ranggawarsita 

is the combination of mucukeri and ngetumbar that is written on the right side with slope of 

about 50 degrees. The form of script appears in eri on R. Ng. Ranggawarsita’s letters can be 

seen in this following script form: 

ca ,  sa ,  wa , la , pa , 

ma , tha , dan nga .  

 

Moreover, the forms of mucuk eri can be seen in both suku and pangkon namely the kula 

nuwun writing   . 

 

 

The shape of script that trembles is the indentation of pen that tends to form an arc, not an 

angle. The speed of the pen moving from vertical to horizontal and from horizontal to vertical 

does not form an angle, but rather forms an arc. This is clear in all denta wyanjana letters, 

especially:  ca : c , da: f  ,  ta: t ,  sa: s , wa : 

w , dha: d ,  nya: v ,  ga: g , dan ba: b . 

.... 

 

The Language of Letter  

       The letters written by Ranggawarsita are in Javanese. Javanese language has a variety or 

level of speech, namely the Ngoko, Madya, and Krama levels. One of the functions of this 

speech level is to show someone’s respect for the person being spoken to and the person being 

talked about. Ranggawarsita’s letters all use Javanese krama, but the respect that is reflected in 

the letter addressed to different people shows a different attitude of respect. 

The letters addressed to Winter show that Ranggawarsita is very respectful of Winter. This is 

shown in the use of various Javanese languages to reveal the respect on Winter by using the 

expression: 

       atur sêmbah sungkêm kawula, pun Ngabèi Rănggawarsita, ingkang mugi-mugi kaonjuk ing 

sangandhap pinarakan paduka kangjêng rama. (Letter argued on 9 Sèptèmbêr 1842, literary 

collection letter.org No. 26)[10]. The words used to refer to the speaker’s self (Ranggawarsita) 

use the krama andhap vocabulary which has function to humble oneself and at the same time 

respect the person is being spoken to. The vocabulary of krama andhap (low manners) used by 

Ranggawarsita, among others: atur (menghaturkan), sembah (sembah), sungkem (bakti), kawula 

(hamba).  

Meanwhile, the words used and addressed to Winter used krama vocabulary and krama Inggil 

vocabulary, as seen in the series of ingkang mugi-mugi kaonjuk ing sangandhap pinarakan 

paduka kangjêng rama‘which hopefully is received under near paduka ramanda'. The 

vocabulary in the phrase ingkang mugi-mugi (hopefully) is krama, kaonjuk (accepted), 

sangandhap (below), pinarakan (near), paduka (excellency), kangjeng rama (Father). The words 

used by Ranggawarsita show how much Ranggawarsita respects Winter. Even though Winter is 

on the other hand in the language field is Ranggawarsita’s student.[11]  



 

 

 

 

      The use of this form of language shows that the sender of the letter has great respect for the 

person to whom the letter is sent, namely Winter, and indicates his position under Winter or that 

the letter writer positions himself under Winter. Meanwhile, the use of the muda karma style 

which refers to Winter uses muda karma which is formed with the vocabulary of karma Inggil, 

it indicates that the person who received the letter, namely Winter, was a very respectable person 

whose position is higher than the person who send the letter. 

The use of Javanese in the letter delivered by Ranggawarsita is different from the letter that 

argued to Rahadèn Angabèi Purwadipura, his colleague at the Surakarta palace. The language 

that used to express oneself and address Rahadèn Angabèi Purwadipura (letter no.3) is as 

follows. 

      Kawula Radèn Ngabèi Rănggawarsita, abdi dalêm kaliwon ing kadospatèn. Angaturi 

uninga ing panjênênganipun kyai bêkêl, kangmas Rahadèn Angabèi Purwadipura  

The variety of languages used by Ranggawarsita includes the variety of mudha krama. The form 

of muda krama to pronounce himself is muda krama which is formed with the vocabulary of 

krama andap and it shows Ranggawarsita’s respect for the person to whom the letter is sent. 

Meanwhile, the krama young vocabulary which refers to the person who is being greeted and it 

is formed with krama Inggil vocabulary. This points out the respect for the person being greeted. 

However, the vocabulary used by Ranggawarsita to honor the person that he is talking to is 

merely necessary, it is not exaggerated as the language that addressed to Winter. 

      In the letters that have been written, Ranggawarsita also often uses language of kedaton, 

which is language used in the walls of the Surakarta palace. For example, abdi dalem kaliwon, 

a position as a court retainer; Kadospaten (kadipaten) is the vocabulary form of krama ndesa, 

which is the vocabulary of krama used by villagers but it is commonly used in Basa Kedaton. 

Other languages of the palace used are: Kadhawahan timbalan dalem (king's order), karsa dalem 

(king's will), kawula (servant ), andikakaken, (to say) dhawahing timbalan dalem (the king's 

will), tenggak saos (keep), denten, kapiji sowan (desired to face), panepen (place of meditation), 

sandika (ready), and so on. 

 

The Body of Letter 

       A very essential part of a letter is the body of the letter. The letter of Ranggawarsita can be 

divided into 3, namely letters related to work matters, debt securities, and letters of request. 

Work-related letters are mostly addressed to Winter, a Dutch interpreter. The letter that 

associated with work, and, it is related to Ranggawarsita as a Surakarta court poet, who has 

expertise in languages and literature. Ranggawarsita’s expertise in literature is undoubtedly and 

it is proven by the many works which he has created, he has created around 70 works covering 

various fields, including philosophy, history, prophecy, genealogy, education, science, 

puppetry, and dictionaries [12]. His expertise in the field of language can be seen from the 

beauty of the strands of language in his works. 

      Dealing with the 26 letters contained in the literature web.org, 14 of them contain those 

related to his work as a linguist and literary expert. In the letters, Winter is the employer and 

Ranggawarsita receives the job. The work that Ranggawarsita received generally explained the 

meaning of difficult words which are generally in the form of kawi (ancient Javanese) words 

and translated poetry verses. 

Letter no. 14 [13]contains Winter’s request to Ranggawarsita to explain the meaning of kawi 

words. Meanwhile, letter No. 15 [14]contains the assigning to translate kawi words by 

Ranggawarsita to Winter. In carrying out his work, namely interpreting kawi words, 

Ranggawarsita receives a reward in the form of money. Letter No. 23 [15]explains that 



 

 

 

 

Ranggawarsita receives a reward of Rp. 20, - after doing the assignment that has been assigned 

by Winter. 

      Ranggawarsita does not merely gain a reward from Winter for helping to explain the 

meaning of difficult words, but also receive the same reward from the pastor van der Plis. In 

letter No. 18[16], Ranggawarsita borrows Rp. 10, - to Winter and will be returned upon 

receiving wages from Phan Der Phlis. Ranggawarsita is a Javanese teacher for Phan Der Phlis 

on the orders of the king, this is explained in letter No.3, namely the letter Ranggawarsita to 

R.Ng. Purwadipura. 

      The correspondence between Ranggawarsita and Winter does not only contain the requests 

from Winter to explain the meaning of Javanese words, but also contains debt. Ranggawarsita’s 

debt to Winter for various purposes. Actually, this debt is related to work relationships. In letter 

No. 26, it is asserted that Ranggawarsita borrows money from Winter in the amount of Rp. 

25.00, - to pay his obligations to the State. The debt will be replaced by doing work if Winter 

still provides more work, but if it is not given the job, Ranggawarsita will pay the debt at a later 

date, namely on Eid of fasting. 

       In addition to debt for various purposes, Ranggawarsita also has a large debt, namely Rp. 

600.00, - to Mrs. Eming. This debt is not explained for what purpose. This debt is bound by a 

letter of agreement in letter No.2. [17] The agreement letter states that the repayment of the debt 

shall be undertaken in installments from the produce of the land covering an area of two ejung. 

One year, the installments are paid in two times, with an installment rate of Rp. 50, -. This debt 

will be paid in full for 12 years including interest. Thus, the total amount that must be returned 

by Ranggawarsita is Rp. 1,200. 

The letter of Ranggawarsita does not merely contain work and debt problems, but also 

problems of daily life carried out between members of the society, namely helping each other. 

In one of his letters, namely letter No. 5[18], Ranggawarsita asks the drink to Pastor Van der 

Am. The letter is stated about the writer of letter, Ranggawarsita, asks for two bottles of 

brandewin and two bottles of red wine, but it is not explained the purpose. 

4   Conclusion 

The findings of this study were physically the personal letters text of R. Ng. Ranggawarsita 

that handwritten (strip) in the ink on paper in Javanese script and Javanese alphabet. The form 

of the Javanese letter used was a combination of mucuk eri (pointed) and ngetumbar (round) 

which was written leaning to the right with a slope of about 50 degrees. The language used was 

the Javanese language of the muda krama (soft manner).  

Besides, the vocabulary of Krama Inggil and Krama Andhap was also used in the 

vocabulary of Kedaton (vocabulary used in the palace environment). Almost all of 

Ranggawarsita’s letters were argued to his Dutch colleagues in connection with his profession 

as a linguist. In addition, the letters also contained the debts and relationships among members 

of society in daily life. 
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